the myth of male power
for Christians to reclaim political power. The separation of church and state was a “myth,” he said. “In November we are going to take our state back; my God will make it so.” Mastriano

the far-right christian quest for power: ‘we are seeing them emboldened’
Written and directed by Ninja Thyberg. Starring Sofía Kappel, Revika Anne Reustle, Evelyn Claire, Chris Cock, Dana DeArmond, and Kendra Spade. SYNOPSIS: 19-year-old Linnéa leaves her small-town life

movie review - pleasure (2021)
Franklin’s pivotal contribution to the discovery of the structure of DNA initially went unrecognized, and it was not until long after she died that science realized she was wrongfully denied

the myth of the wronged heroine
Among the contents of female icons from across the world are Osun goddess, in Osogbo as well as the myth of Mammy Water for Feminine Power and is visualised in male form in Tibet; and female
goddesses, feminine power showcase at museum
Many found the adventurous aspect (e.g. “the quest against insurmountable odds” 'American male for the power of Tolkien's creation. Tolkien's world is built upon a base of myth and legend

sense-making myth for late modern society?
I have since learned that Fox News and other pro-Trump outlets are ardent spreaders of the Nazis as gun control advocates myth. At the end and the Nazis seized power in 1932-33.

letter: history of nazi gun laws disproves writer's claim
This myth is as durable and powerful as it is flawed — and now it is responsible for taking a constitutional right away from American women in the name of maintaining the power of the family and

the supreme court's abortion decision is based on a myth. here's why.
Because, historically speaking, the epic is a later human achievement than myth, it also has had the rational power to comment on the myths it allowed to play these ritual drums belonging to a

epic-memory and brecht
For all their power, her history sections sometimes have a tendency to knee-jerk Left-wingery, such as referring to the South’s “white male” oppression, even though her own book makes it

is america still living the ‘gone with the wind’ lie?
Since Anders Breivik killed 77 people in Norway in 2011, mass murders in the name of white replacement theory have become prevalent. Many of these killers, including Breivik, Brenton Tarrant, the

jason stanley and federico finchelstein commentary: white replacement theory is fascism's new name
Women cared for the earth, and identified with it, while men attacked and ruined it, in a dubiously heroic assertion of power — symbolically which is part of the point of the myth of the virginal

kathy ruttenberg
Steppenwolf’s staging at Galway International Arts festival has a smart political and racial awareness as it unpicks the American myth Sam Shepard’s story of the west as an image of wilderness and

true west review – sam shepard's fraternal face-off gains new resonance
Star, innovative and full of striking imagery, the work's five scenes evoke key moments from Nusha’s journey with an at times almost hallucinatory power myth. The production has all

the myth of male power warren farrell